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MavongaTech LTD  has been formed by a group of professionals having vivid experience and wide exposure in Infor-
mation Technology. It is a company where professionals from both technical and functional ¬field group have an objective 
of providing appropriate business solutions. We constantly strive to be a leading technology fi¬rm with profound business 

and functional knowledge.

VISION
To achieve 100% customer satisfaction by delivering quality products and services at an a-ordable cost.

MISSION
To achieve the reputation of a quality, high standard & reliable solution & service Provider Company in the ICT industry  

Security Camera installation is an important part of maintaining security in 
your home or business. With crime rising and the population rising more 
and more, security is becoming more important every single day.
Analog cameras
IP Cameras
Wireless Cameras

CCTV SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS 

 SERVICES 

firm



MavongaTech LTD provides total project management, right from architectural design, integration, system and 
interface development to migration backed by world-class methodologies, well-defined solution frameworks and 
extensive integration experience with tier - 1 service providers.

If you are just starting out, we will take you through the process of registering a domain name for your business or 
organization, setting up your personalized corporate emails, getting you a brand identity which involves logo design,
 letterheads and business cards. This ensures that by the time we have finished designing your website, you are ready 
to do business.
.

Every business, no matter what their scale, seems to be relevant to the software development company today. It is 
because they are fond of the speedy solution that the custom software development offers to help them attain the 
business goals. The trend of hiring software development company is not something new in the modern world. If 
you are running to starting a business in this century, chances are you’ve seen a lot of companies who’ve already 
done that. 

LAN SYSTEMS (NETWORKING)  

WEB DESIGN &  HOSTING

SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS



We pride ourselves on offering a highly professional service with a flexible and friendly approach.
Electrical Wiring
AC Installation & Maintenances
Electrical Maintenances
Electrical Material Supplies

IP or Analog telephone systems are designed to meet the needs of home offices, standalone businesses, and networked 
branch and head offices for small and medium enterprises.
Panasonic
Yeastar 
Grand stream
Yealink 
Polycom 

ELECTRICAL WORKS

PBX & TELEPHONE SYSTEMS



We consult for high-end technology implementation at clients’ site or implementation of new technology according
 to the clients’ requirement or upgrading, enhancing the existing facilities in the clients end with the new technology
 integrated with the existing one.
Strategy planning
Assessment
Procurement
Re-engineering solutions
Planning, audits, best practices etc.
Data Back Up & Recovery
Computer Systems Maintenance and Repair

IT CONSULTING (IT SUPPORT)

ESTEEMED CUSTOMERS 


